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There is a way of knowing that can take you beyond where all your learning has taken you. It is the

way of direct experience of Truth. It is the way of the heart.It may be astonishing to hear that there is

a continuation of A Course in Miracles, but it is true. Forty years ago Jesus dictated ACIM to the

scribe Helen Schucman. More recently, over three years, he similarly dictated A Course of Love to

Mari Perron. Students of ACIM will recognize the Voice. Students of truth, whatever their

background, will find that ACOL resonates with the heart.We have given our minds far too much

credence. Doing so blocks our natural connection with guidance and truth. Allowing the "heart" - the

psychic and spiritual center of our being - to guide the mind will heal the rift that now separates us

from our true divine nature. In A Course of Love Jesus says:  This is a call to move now into my

embrace and let yourself be comforted. Realize that this is the whole world, the universe, the all of

all in whose embrace you literally exist. Your identity no longer stands in form but flows from life

itself. Our heart is the light of the world... Where you learned to hate, you will learn to love. Where

you learned to fear, you will learn safety. Where you learned to distrust, you will learn trust. And

each learning experience will touch your heart...This time we take a direct approach, an approach

that seems at first to leave behind abstract learning and the complex mechanisms of the mind that

so betray you. We take a step away from intellect, the pride of the ego, and approach this final

learning through the realm of the heart. This is why, to end confusion, we call this course A Course

of Love.Those yearning to access the heart's knowing will find help here. A Course of Love draws

the mind into communion with the heart. It facilitates the dawning of the consciousness of unity - a

consciousness that cannot be learned, but only revealed through union and relationship. In this

Combined Volume, The Course (Book One) establishes wholeheartedness, an integration of mind

and heart. The Treatises (Book Two) reveal the art of thought, move the reader through the

personal self to the true Self, and on to co-creation of a new world. The Dialogues (Book Three)

offer the transformational experience of The Forty Days and Forty Nights, and a direct relationship

with the God within. A Course of Love is an intimate companion on your journey home. It is

complementary to A Course in Miracles - the same Voice, more accessible. The same thought

system, expanded. It gently guides our awakening, step by loving step.
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I have been a full-time A Course In Miracles teacher/facilitator/student for over 33 years and a

teacher/student of A Course of Love for over 7 years. A Course In Miracles concludes by saying,

"This course is a beginning, not an end." In my opinion, A Course of Love is the natural next step. A

Course of Love is MIND BLOWING and totally illuminating. It takes you to the next level of

awakening. I highly, highly recommend it. Earl Purdy, New Thought Teacher/Lecturer & Coach,

Unity, DenverA Course of Love is a profound read. It is to the heart what A Course in Miracles is to

the mind. I recommend it highly to any serious Course student. Rev. Kevin Rice, frequent Unity

Guest Speaker; President and CEO, The Academy of Spiritual Awakening; and Author, The Game

of LoveA Course of Love is a book for open-hearted and willing adventurers, lovers and risk-takers.

It is an invitation to abandon all you think you know, and to live into a constant coming to know,

co-creating the new right here, right now. It s time. Trust yourself. Hold on to nothing. Expect

everything. You won t be disappointed. Christina Strutt, Founder, CoCreating ClarityHaving taught

and studied A Course in Miracles for decades, I was, at first, skeptical of A Course of Love. An

internal voice urged me forward, however, and words cannot express my gratitude for the miracles I

have witnessed and experienced as a result of working with A Course of Love. The un-doing

process it facilitates is gentle and loving, yet the results are undeniable. Every single student in my

classes has experienced unprecedented shifts in consciousness and life-changing heart openings.

A Course of Love is a sweet springboard to freedom. Laurel Elstrom, ACIM and ACOL Teacher of

30 years, Minister, Life Coach, and Author of the upcoming DIY EnlightenmentA Course in Miracles

inoculated me forever against falsehood and bad ideas. Then A Course of Love appeared and set

my heart dancing, reminding me that Love's bag of tricks is never-ending. Michael Mark, author,

poet & blogger, EmbracingForever.comA Course of Love is the response to our desire for a

dialogue with the heart. It is essential for our return to love. Allow it to embrace and transform you,



as I have. Receive this course now, as time is of the essence. Akilah t Zuberi, PhD, futurist and

author, The You ScripturesI was fortunate to read an advance copy of A Course of Love (Book One)

and found it packed with incredible wisdom, so much so that I made numerous references to it in my

own award-winning book. I highly recommend it. John Renesch, businessman-turned-futurist,

author, The Great Growing UpA Course of Love is Jesus's next step after we conclude A Course in

Miracles. What do we do after we relinquish the ego? The answer, revealed in A Course of Love, is

to be the Self fully, to sustain that being, and ultimately to embody the gift of Christ-consciousness.

Then and only then do we move into eternity, where we find a universe of love to enjoy and a

universe of love to create. Celia Hales, author of Miracles Each Day blog; religion librarian (ret.),

Univ. of Minnesota; 30+ year ACIM studentTrauma patients are fearful and hurting when they come

into my ER. They need compassion, the right medicines, and warm blankets for comfort. In a similar

manner, Jesus's A Course of Love, received by Mari Perron, provides deep compassion, love, and

support that will guide you through the journey of your life back into the heart of God. --Rodney

Chelberg, MD, Bangor, ME

For me, this book is a clear path to union. It provides the guidance I've been searching for all of my

life. A Course in Miracles laid the foundation and A Course of Love provides detailed guidance all

throughout the book. In places, my ego kicked in with a lot of negative thoughts and "yes. but's",

and the Author would then describe the exact process my ego was demonstrating. It made me

laugh out loud at the ridiculousness of the ego's thought system and defenses. I have not

completed the book yet, but I see a clear path to experiencing union in this lifetime. Indeed, I

experience unity for varying time periods already. I am very grateful for this exquisite Divine

guidance.

This is a wonderful book for those truly sincere in assisting with knowing who and what they are and

their purpose for being on earth at this time. It is about coming into your own--your own knowing and

claiming the Christ that we all are--and how to remain in Christ Consciousness as Jesus did when

he walked the earth. This is for NOW, not for a future time, but right here, right now, in your present

incarnation. I am so grateful to Mari Perron for being the channel to bring through this wonderful

knowing that lies within each and every one of us, and to Jesus for his ever enduring and lasting

love.

Transforming message for all mankind. Love is all there is. Love for each other is all that matters.



This revelation speaks to both the heart and mind, soul and Spirit. A must read for seekers of all

faiths and of no faith.

If you are into A Course in Miracles, this book will be a natural complement to the Course for you. It

is easier reading and emphasizes the combination of heart and mind in "wholeheartedness" as the

direction we are and should be headed. It accepts the idea that we are in form and can use our time

in form to exemplify wholeheartedness and thereby effect change.If you have not read/studied A

Course in Miracles, this book can stand alone because it discusses truths that anyone can relate to.

It is not easy reading, but the effort to read it will be well worth it for you.It is a great book!

The teachings in this book just feel right to me. I tend to over-analyze everything but somehow this

book goes right to my heart. It is not preachy or judgemental at all. It accepts where we are in life

and beckons us to open our hearts even if we have been hurt in the past. It is a very positive, and

for me, convincing book.

Not my thing. Was expecting something more like the Course In Miracles, this is more like one

person's thoughts using phrases based on Course in Miracles style of writing. Just didn't care for it.

Some friends however found it helpful.

Deep and satisfying if you find you are attracted to it. -- an update on the more intellectual Course in

Miracles, this book speaks directly to your heart....and truly feels like it was written just for you.

As a Course in Miracles student I was skeptical at first when reading this book. I was hoping to hear

the voice I hear when I read A Course in Miracles, and I did but in a different way.Where the Course

in Miracles is a complete way of undoing the ego and our way of looking at this world, this is an

addendum to it which guides you from your head to your heart.I'm glad I read this book!
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